
600 First Bank Drive, Suite A, Palatine, IL  60067 
847-494-2220 

As an alternative to the nearest national weather service station (which may be too far away) or an 
on-site weather observer (which may be too expensive), WEATHER COMMAND® is available as 
a pre-approved alternative for remotely measuring your insured peril. 

WEATHER COMMAND® provides highly accurate location specific measurements by 

implementing the latest in weather technology, including but not limited to; weather products from 

the National Weather Service, proprietary modeling algorithms and software, and worldwide data 

services. Their staff of meteorologists has immediate access to available weather observations 

that are taken hourly, at a minimum, over most of the world. 

WEATHER COMMAND® provides forensic remote measurements by monitoring Doppler radar 

data showing the storm track and intensity for precipitation in various forms: they use satellite 

imagery and live weather radar pointed at your specific event location (Street, City, State, & Zip 

Code) or where necessary other recognized weather measurement methodologies. WEATHER 

COMMAND® trained meteorologists will apply their expert interpretation to the data they obtain to 

provide a recording of the weather relevant to the Insured Weather Peril of your insurance policy. 

WEATHER COMMAND® can record rainfall, snowfall, temperatures, and other measurable 

weather occurrences. 

WEATHER COMMAND® has been in business for more than 60 years. Chief Meteorologist and 
President Thomas R. Piazza holds the American Meteorological Society’s, Certified Consulting 
Meteorologists (CCM) designation and has been with the company for more than 35 years. 
WEATHER COMMAND® Meteorologists can be personally called upon to discuss your specific 
situation or concerns 

By signature below, I agree to employ WEATHER COMMAND® to record the Insured 

Weather Peril for my Insured Event. I fully understand and agree that the WEATHER 

COMMAND® report will be the ONLY recording relied upon in the settlement of a claim under 

my insurance policy. 

Printed Insured Contact Name Insured Name 

Signature Event Date(s) 

Date  Location of Recording (including Street, State and Zip Code) 

NOTE: This form must be fully completed, signed and returned to Weather Insurance Agency 

in order to use WEATHER COMMAND® for the relevant weather recordings under your 

insurance policy. 

Weather Insurance Agency

   P.O. Box 2821, New York, NY  10163 
Tel. 631.389.1123    Fax. 212.937.3524 

service@weatherins.com 


